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Introduction



Creative enCouragement

qualitative analysis of the use 

of mat tables and the tools, 

techniques and activities centered 

around them. Conducted at sWan 

Rehabilitation, LLC, an established 

physical rehabilitation clinic in 

Phoenix, aZ. sWan works mostly 

with stroke patients on the cutting 

edge of neurological and orthopedic 

restoration. Client is sWan’s Ceo 

kay Wing.



FoCus, PuRPose & siGniFiCanCe 

– Focus was the interaction among therapists, 
clients and tools around two large mat tables. 

– Purpose is to determine improvements in 
comfort, efficiency and safety. Apply a fresh-
look using qualitative tools.

– With around 800,000 strokes per year in the 
US, any significant insight into recovery can 
help alleviate immense suffering.



toPiC & questions

– Improvements in tools and techniques cen-
tered around the mat tables.

– What is the current situation during therapy 
sessions around the mat tables?

– Are there unmet needs during therapy?

– What insights can be gained toward engage-
ment, comfort and safety for all involved?



ConCeptual framework

Patient and therapist experiences 

are deeply enmeshed in a 

creative “psychological game of 

encouragement.” 

Proper application of human factors 

should positively amplify this process. 



Research Design



Strategy & method

this case study was conducted 

using an ethnographic grounded 

theory approach around site visits, 

observation, semi-structured 

interviews and analysis with an 

emphasis on human factors. the 

researchers were already familiar 

with the site and attempted to take a 

fresh look at sWan’s process.



Planning



planning

Planning consisted of a short pilot 

visit, preparing materials plus 

arranging observation and interview 

times.



v

Data Collection



Site

sWan Rehab (south West advanced 

neuroligical Rehabilitation, LLC) 

facility is at 1190 e missouri ave. 

Phoenix, aZ. this extensive facility 

includes large, 2-person mat 

tables, treadmills, parallel bars, a 

small gym and other equipment for 

treating stroke patients.



partiCipantS

Participants included sWan Rehab’s 

therapists and clients.

Co-participants were three 

researchers from asu. 



‘The role of the observer will be greatly 
determined by the extent to which he/she 
becomes a part of the group or situation being 
studied. In other words, it will be determined 
by the distance between the observer and the 
observed.’

C. Robson



obServationS

a total of six hours of observational 

data was collected over two visits.



interviewS

Four semi-structured interviews 

were conducted exploring aspects of 

the therapeutic environment.



Data Analysis



teChniqueS

a range of qualitative analysis was 

performed on gathered information. 

these included aX4 snapshots and 

typologic studies along with keyword 

tagclouds, activity models, biaxial 

mapping and generating insight 

combinations.



Findings



aX4 inventory

to begin analysis an aX4 subject 

inventory was generated from field 

notes. 

Primary diversity is in artifact and 

atmosphere categories.ACTORSARTIFACTS
ATMOSPHEREACTIONS

reSearCherS

patient’S wife

admin

lara, ot

Jillian, pt

niCole, ot

Shanon, pt

kay wing

mark, pt

patient 1

patient 2

patient 3

pantS, water Cup, mat table, velCro dotS,danCe danCe revolu-
tion, gurney, miC Stand, laptop, paper reCordS, mobile table, 
balanCe diSk, kneelet, pillowS, velCro belt (attaChed to pu-

leyS),  non adJuStable table 

boXing glove, Stability belt

pole (Short), beaCh ball

gym maChineS, Shoulder arC, Ceiling bungieS

trampoline, towel, wedgeS

plaStiC ConeS, mediCine ballS

blanketS, radio, foam, Cup

air diSk, plaSt Step,  StoolS

gameS, foot reSt, rag, pulleyS

water bottle

book, boX

penS, StiCk
pull downS and 

butterflieS

Shifting, laying

bridging, belt walking

Side Stepping, StretChing

Jump on the trampoline

Clean Stuff off table,

reaCh up, look up, armS out

balanCe and foot work

talking about breathing 

and yoga for pain and 

anXiety, iSometriC leg liftS

reaChing eXerCiSeS, belt 

Supported walking, bridgeS (baCk), talking, on kneeS to help 
patient, Standing up with rear reSiStanCe from belt/ pulley

helping, Cheering up, hit the ball uSing StiCk, ClenCh and fliCk 

hydrauliCS, ConverSation

enCouragement, laughter

adviCe, giggling, belt

pleaSantly warm , bright

voiCe nearby, a/C

bright, toolS, gray toolS

earthy wallS

the diSappearing rope triCk

eXplanation

Slow friday afternoon

louder, Cool, Supportive people, debrief



typologieS

artifact typologies were defined 

from the aX4 and used to direct 

concept generation.
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Artifact Typologies 
 
Support! Hi-Tech! Knick-knack! DIY!

Water cup!
Mat table 
Laptop 
Paper records 
Extra Foam Mat 
Radio 
Stool 
Rag 
Box water 
Bottle pens 
Chair 
blankets 
Towel 
Note 
moblie table 
Extra foam mat 
Nam hydro table 

Gurney!
Pacemaker 
E-Stim 
Oxyger mater 
Stop watcher 
Pulleys 
Wobble disk 
Air dirsk 
Balance disk 
Gym machines 
Trampoline 
 

Little foam barrel!
Splints 
Foam Ring 
Wedge 
Ski poles 
Rope ladder 
Pillows 
Standing cane 
Basketball 
Foot rest 
Cane 
Book 
Med balls 
Board tools 
Belt 
Beach ball 
Plastic cone  
Velcro belt 
Weights 

Velcro dots!
Dance dance revolution 
Mic stand 
Round colored note 
Bin on mobile pulleys 
Shoulder ARC 
Ceiling bungies 
Stick 
 

!
 
Activity Model - make flowchart 
 

For Patients!
 
Enter SWAN 
Waiting Area - catch up, chat, wait 
Prepare - change clothes, belt up 
Move to Mat Table 
a- Stretching - Isometrics, legs, arms, positioning 
b- Motor Skills - sit-stand, Grasping, clenching, 
releasing, catching 
c- Stregthening - arms, legs, hands, core 
d - Life Skills - movement, feeding, breathing, etc 
 
y- confined to wheelchair - move to checklist 
z- mobile - laps, ropeladder 
 
checklist 
waiting area 
Exit 

For Therapists!
 
Greet patient 
Assist with belting 
move to mat table 
Conduct Therapy  
Stretching 
Strengthening 
Motor Skills 
Life Skills 
 
Feedback/checklist 
assist exit 
next patient 

Interaction 
throughout!
 
Resting 
Talking 
Encouragement 
Checking Pulse/O2 
levels 
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biaXial map

Due to human-factors focus a 

biaxial map of patient-therapist-tool 

interaction was generated.
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DANCINGBOXING
RUNNINGCYCLING



SnapShot: danCing

Communicative, social, assistance, 

poise, encouragement.

DANCING
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SnapShot: boXing

Complex, active, exertion, equipped.

BOXING



SnapShot: CyCling

Coordination, finesse, equipped, 

high-tech, skills.

CYCLING



RUNNING

SnapShot: running

essential, low-tech, solitary, simple.



E nter

General Activity Model
SWAN Rehab

For Patients Interaction

Talking

R es ting

E ncouragement

C heck P ulse    O2

Wa iting Area

P repare

S tretch

Isometric
F low
P os ition

Motor

G rasp
C lench
C atch

S trength L ife S kills

Movement
F eeding
B reathing

S trength

L imbs
C ore
Hands

Move To
T herapy Area

For Therapists

Ass is t to T herapy Area

C onduct T herapy

Ass is t E xit

F eedback/C hecklis tWheelcha ir
Or Mobile?

Laps

F ootwork

F eedback

Wa iting Area

E xit Next P atient

G reet P atient

aCtivity model

a flowchart-like activity model was 

generated to analyze the options of 

people inside the center.



inSight Combination

a set of observations and knowledge 

were combined to generate insights.

10 insights

1. I saw: small objects: rings, balls, foam barrels 
I know: the PTs use these things constantly. 
Insight: these things need to be accessibly stored. 
2. I saw: every patient wears a large waist belt. 
I know: Waist is an important balance point. 
Insight: belt needs to be more functional and easy to grab. 
3. I saw: a patient repeatedly attempting to stand up.  
I know: the most basic tasks are hard/impossible when paralyzed. 
Insight: focus early in recovery on basic tasks. 
4. I saw: a patient could hardly speak.   
I know: interaction is a problem for some patients. 
Insight: communication is often frustrating for stroke patients.  
5. I saw: red bungee cords to support patients during footwork practice. 
I know: falling is a dangerous secondary injury for people.
Insight: SWAN does everything possible to keep people safe. 
6. I saw: patients on adjustable mat tables 
I know: all the PTs hate non-adjustable tables 
Insight: terrible ergonomics and limited therapeutic use.  
7. I saw: a rope ladder with plastic rungs used for footwork training 
I know: the rungs can roll and trip people 
Insight: while potentially dangerous it helps patients learn 
to walk on unstable terrain 
8. I saw: people who have switched handedness due to stroke 
I know:feeding, grooming and other basic actions become 
next to impossible. 
Insight: switching handedness may be necessary but is a 
form of compensation instead of correction.  
9. I saw: stretching, sitting and standing exercise was in 
direct interaction with a mat. 
I know: the mat is central but largely part of the background 
Insight: critical elements become routine with exposure 
10. I saw: patients with locked up limbs 
I know: limbs and digits become increasingly hard to 
manipulate with lack of use 
Insight: early intervention helps

10+ Patterns

1. repetition of movement

2. repetition of reaching 

3. encouragement in face of challenges

4. small, cheap toys

5. hacked items: softer handles/padding

6. expensive diagnostic gear

7. friendly but tough

8. exercise supports

9. comfort items: pillows, towels, yoga 
mats

10. creativity

11. playing as training

12. Bed Mobility Skills

13. Challenge the patient

14. no straightforward tools

Insight Combinations

1. “Black Belt” ranking system for patients 
2. Physical Icon system for communication. 
Use case: bump the glass object, it says “I’m 
thirsty” 
3. structure for PT/OTs to move around on 
mats.  
4. Challenge for patients w/ improvement in 
stages. 
5. ask patients to be creative in their 
stretching movements 
6. combine the exercises with communication, 
like “Lift left hand showing want the water” - 
sign language? 
7. some simple images to show the activities, 
patients could point, look, walk to the sign to 
show what they want 
8. machine could read the brainwave of 
patients to understand what they need 
9. some tools based on games to help paitents 
communicate like “matching” icons and 
behaviors 
10. the mat should be safer for patients - soaft 
bars, adjustable, protective pillows 
11. Cheap, adjustable mat tables 
12. Quad-bungees attached to electric hoist 
13. PT/OT need to be protected. Mat should be 
operated easily and safely 
14. more comfortable supports - flexible, 
modular 
15. more adjustable mat to help patients 
practice on bed. like “Half up, half down.” 
16. Laser ladder - patients could follow the 
light on the floor, “colorful ladder”. Fun and 



wordle CloudtagS

Raw transcripts and observational 

data were entered into Wordle.net’s 

cloudtag generator. useful views of 

the situation were generated to help 

inform design concepts.



Insights & Conclusion



‘Flow... can be identified in art, design, writing, 
cooking, sports, and even driving — any activity 
that demands a sense of craft , expertise, and 
ability to master.’

Jon koLko



insiGhts 

– Techniques matter more than tools.

– The mental challenges outweigh the physical.

– Creativity, challenge and encouragement 
keep everyone going through a long struggle.

– Every case is unique, therapists must adapt.



ConCLusions 

– A fresh ethnographic look provides new insights.

– Therapists use technique more than tools.

– A more diverse user population needs more 
universal, simpler design solutions.

– Therapists need tools that can be applied in 
creative ways to be “friendly but tough”.



Design Concepts



DesiGn GoaLs 

– Facilities

  – Supportive, useful, safe, comfortable. 

– Interaction

  – Effective, fun, safe, creative. 

– Current: Effective and efficient.

– Improvements: Simpler but multifunction; 
safe for therapists and engaging for patients.



reCommendationS

these are some design considerations 

recommended as potential 

improvements and new tools that 

could be of use in this environment. 



Wedge + Mat

wedge mat

Cover for mat table that can fold up 

into a wedge.



artiCulated mat table 

mat table top that can adjust as 

needed. 



drawer Storage

Replace loose bins with integrated 

sliding drawers.



aCtivity Cover

hook-and-loop or vinyl overlay that 

can be used in series of rehabilitation 

activities.



adapted keyboard

keyboard with holes and a hand 

attachment for more directed typing.



foot forCe deteCtor

maps and exercises progress for feet.

Pressure



Tilt left
Right click

Tilt left
Right click

Simpler mouSe

easier clicking and pointing.



otheR soLutions 

– “Black Belt” recovery ranks

– Physical Icons for communicating basic 
needs. 

– 4-point Bungie and harness for mat tables.



thank you.
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